Brain-computer interface (BCI) decodes brain signals to understand user intention and status. Because of its simple and safe data acquisition process, electroencephalogram (EEG) is commonly used in non-invasive BCI. One of EEG paradigms, motor imagery (MI) is commonly used for recovery or rehabilitation of motor functions due to its signal origin. However, the EEG signals are an oscillatory and non-stationary signal that makes it difficult to collect and classify MI accurately. In this study, we proposed a band-power feature refining convolutional neural network (BFR-CNN) which is composed of two convolution blocks to achieve high classification accuracy. We collected EEG signals to create MI dataset contained the movement imagination of a single-arm. The proposed model outperforms conventional approaches in 4-class MI tasks classification. Hence, we demonstrate that the decoding of user intention is possible by using only EEG signals with robust performance using BFR-CNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interface (BCI) decodes brain signals to understand user intention and status that can be used for external device control. Since brain signals contain diverse information about user status, many studies have attempted to understand brain signals through BCI [1] - [5] . Invasive BCI directly places the electrodes on the brain to acquire high-quality brain signals such as electrocorticogram (ECoG) [6] . However, there are many safety issues associated with invasive BCI because it involves surgery to implant electrodes. On the other hand, non-invasive BCI uses electroencephalogram (EEG) because it is easy to acquire without brain surgery. EEG-based BCI has several paradigms for signal acquisition such as motor imagery (MI) [7] - [9] , movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) [4] , and event-related potential (ERP) [10] - [12] . As applications of EEG-based BCI, speller [13] and wheelchair [14] , and drone [15] were commonly used for communication between user and devices. Among these paradigms, MI is related to specific potentials from the supplementary motor area and pre-motor cortex [16] . When the user imagines specific movements, event-related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) patterns are generated in supplementary motor area and pre-motor cortex [17] . MI paradigm captures these patterns to detect user intention. Due to its origin, MI is commonly used for recovery or rehabilitation of the user's motor functions using external devices [18] . Additionally, MIbased BCI provides extra motor functions using robotic arm [2] .
EEG is an oscillatory and non-stationary signal thus decoding EEG signals is challenging work [19] , [20] . Similar to the denoising technique in computer vision [21] , [22] , EEG signal should be treated after denoising using filters. A number of MI classification methods have been developed to achieve satisfactory classification performance. Filter bank common spatial patterns (FBCSP) is conventional feature extraction method to decode EEG signal using spectral power modulations [23] . Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is jointly used with FBCSP as a classifier. Cho et al. [24] used FBCSP with regularized linear discriminant analysis (RLDA) to decode MI tasks focusing on a single category of MI tasks such as hand grasping and arm reaching. Convolutional neural network (CNN) approaches are applied in BCI [25] . Schirrmeister et al. [26] proposed three different types of CNN-based models depending on the number of layers, inspired by FBCSP. Among the three models, ShallowConvNet extracts log band power features. MI classification performance of the ShallowConvNet is better than the DeepConvNet which is designed for general purpose dealing with signal amplitude. Using the depth wise and separable convolutions, CNN performs classification well regardless of the types of EEG signals including MI [27] . However, these studies mainly focused on simple tasks using competition dataset (left-hand, right-hand, foot, and tongue) and classes are not related to each other to perform sequential work such as drinking water and opening the door. Since the commands are not intuitive, artificial command matching should be required to control external devices.
In this study, we collected three different types of MI tasks of a single-arm: elbow extension, wrist-twisting, and hand grasping to perform sequential upper limb works. Second, we proposed a band-power feature refining convolutional neural network (BFR-CNN) which has only two convolution blocks for MI classification by extracting band-power features. It is designed to classify single-arm MI tasks without artificial command matching. Finally, the proposed BFR-CNN achieved robust classification performance in the 4-class single-arm MI tasks classification. This paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a description of the data acquisition, dataset for evaluation, and the proposed BFR-CNN model. Section III presents the results of classification accuracies, performance comparison using other models and discusses the advantages and limitations. In session IV, conclusions and future work are described.
II. METHODS

A. Data description
Data acquisition process was conducted with eight healthy subjects at the age of 22-30 (6 right-handed males and 2 righthanded females). We used EEG signal amplifier (BrainAmp, BrainProduct GmbH, Germany) to record EEG signals. The sampling rate was 1,000 Hz and a band-pass filter (1-60 Hz) was applied in all channels. We applied 60 Hz notch filter to remove noise from the wires. Brain Products VisionRecorder (BrainProduct GmbH, Germany) recorded and filtered raw EEG data from the subjects. 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes in 10-20 international system were used. The FPz and FCz channels were selected as ground and reference respectively. Impedance of each electrode was measured to maintain the impedance below 10kΩ using conductive gel. 64 EEG channels were used for data acquisition and we selected 24 channels (F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, P3, P1, Pz, P2, and P4) for evaluation [24] . These channels are placed on the somatosensory area and premotor cortex. During the data acquisition experiment, every subject performed the 150 trials of MI tasks (i.e., 50 trials of elbow extension, twisting and grasping tasks). Relaxation was given before the imagery period and extracted as a resting state ( Fig. 1 ). Subjects were asked to imagine specific muscle movements. Collected MI dataset were resampled at 250 Hz for the classification and it contained 3 classes of singlearm tasks and resting state. Data validation was conducted using FBCSP algorithm and RLDA for each MI task. The protocols and environments were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at Korea University [1040548-KU-IRB-17-172-A-2]. 
B. BFR-CNN
BFR-CNN is a singular CNN architecture and it is designed for single-arm MI tasks classification. Raw EEG signal contains large amounts of information (channel by time size of matrix) which are not relevant to MI tasks. Therefore, if the classification model is able to extract features and refine them into more relevant features, then the classification performance can be improved. Because the classes of our dataset are composed of single-arm tasks, we assumed that spatial features from the restricted cortex region would not be sufficient to be used on CNN. In addition, since the EEG signals have a high temporal resolution, a higher performance can be achieved by extracting frequency features rather than spatial features [28] . We were inspired by the concept of shallowConvnet which extracts log-band power features. Considering class complexity of our data, we assumed that using more and refined features would be proper. We conducted frequency domain analysis and there was high amplitude in the similar brain regions (left side of somatosensory cortex and motor cortex) found in topoplot of each MI task (Fig. 2) . Thus, we attempted to develop the shallow CNN architecture that would extract frequency features that are highly relevant to single-arm MI tasks through the convolutional layer. The first convolution block consists of a temporal convolution layer, spatial filter layer, and average pooling layer [29] . Spatial filter was applied along the input channels to reduce the dimensionality as a single input channel. We set the temporal filter size to a quarter of sampling rate to remove the ocular artifact creating a receptive field above 4 Hz. The second block was designed to refine band-power features. We comprised the second convolution block with convolution layer and average pooling layer to reduce the number of features that are less relevant for classification. The last layer contains softmax function with the flatten layer for classification which normalizes output probability distribution. The exponential linear unit (ELU) was applied as an activation function in every convolution block [30] . We used adam optimizer [31] and cross-entropy loss function for training [32] . The overall flowchart of BFR-CNN is described in Fig. 3 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the evaluation, we set mini-batch size as 32 and 200 times of training epochs. Evaluation environment was Window 10 desktop with specification Intel(R) Core i7-7700 CPU at 3.60 GHz, 32GB RAM, and Geforce Titan XP GPU. All comparisons were conducted under the same conditions. Table I shows a comparison results of classification. The average accuracy of the BFR-CNN is 0.84 as the highest accuracy among the comparison groups. However, the Shallow-ConvNet ranked as second-place records 0.77 and that is because it extracts log band power features similarly BFR-CNN which refines band-power features. The remaining methods show similar classification performance. The DeepConvNet records the lowest performance that is because it is designed for general purpose especially concerning signal amplitude. EEGNet is also designed to decode EEG signal regardless of its dominant features even in MI classification thus EEGNet classifies slightly better than DeepConvNet. Interesting thing is that FBCSP with RLDA performs MI classification as well as EEGNet even it is not a deep learning. Through the comparison, we confirm that using the band-power features is advantageous for MI task classification, and refinement can yield higher classification performance. Fig. 4 is the confusion matrices of classification results. DeepConvNet tends to confuse all MI tasks (elbow extension, grasping and twisting) especially elbow extension but it classifies relatively well the resting state. The ShallowConvNet clearly classifies twisting but confuses elbow extension, grasping and resting state. Unlike other methods, ShallowConvNet is weak in classifying resting states. On the other hand, the ShallowConvNet performs MI tasks classification with high accuracies. EEGNet strongly confuses the elbow extension class with the grasping and twisting. However, none of the MI tasks have been misclassified as resting state. FBCSP with RLDA classifies MI tasks as well as EEGNet but it shows higher classification accuracy in elbow extension classification. BFR-CNN clearly classifies twisting and resting state. Like ShallowConvNet, there is a tendency to slightly confuse elbow extension and grasping. Overall, we find that all methods used in this study tend to confuse MI tasks rather than resting state.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propsed a BFR-CNN that refines bandpower features to classify single-arm MI tasks. The decoding of MI dataset is time-consuming and costly work because it is oscillatory and non-stationary signals. To improve MI classification performance, we proposed BFR-CNN to extract and refine frequency features that are highly relevant to MI. Through the evaluation, we demonstrated that the BFR-CNN achieved the highest classification accuracies compared to existing approaches. Thus, the proposed model can be applied to control external devices with high performance such as a robotic arm.
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